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‘Dear Danny 
Please find attached banners for Nunburnholme to pass on to your designer. 
There should be three topics. Geology, Buildings and Archaeology.
All three need to be in the same house style.
The HLF logo needs to be on them all.
Use as many banners as you need for the sake of clarity.
the archaeology pages have been numbered but these numbers only relate to the pages themslves NOT banners.
The text and pictures are in order and it should be clear which goes with which.
As you can see there are a number of topics - prehistory, Roman, Medieval etc - 
the Roman one is short and could be included with either medeiavl or iron age. 
the headings should give clues as to the sections. 
I have used Calibri font which looks clear and perhaps a little better than Arial. 
any problems don't hesitate to get in touch - 
if we could have the banners by Tuesday that would be great.
Keep Ann Hill or I posted. 

many thanks for your help and patience!’

Hi Danny
There are three separate things here:-
1 PDF for the buildings banner
1 PDF for the geology
1 word document for Archaeology
 
It might be for the sake of legibility, clarity and good design,
and certainly in the case of archaeology which may take 4
or 5 banners, that more than one banner is used.
So yes please use the information 
Ann sent you. 
As I said previously the house style i.e. fonts, spacing 
between lines, headings, numbering of figures needs to be
the same across all three topics.
I have labelled my figures Fig. and then a number –
in the text where the figure is referred to I have also put
(Fig. and then a number). It may be that this needs doing 
for the Buildings and geology banners as well.
Please don’t hesitate to contact Ann or I for clarification
Many thanks

®

Medieval Nunburnholme - Anglo-Saxon and Viking Age

There is evidence at Nunburnholme and Londesborough for the survival of a “British” population after the end of the 
Roman period, mixed with Anglo-Saxons, who most authorities agree originated in what is now northern Germany 
and southern Denmark. Three burials were found during the digging of a chalk pit up the Warter road in August 1851. 
The skeletons, almost certainly of women, from the character of the grave goods,  were bent up with their heads to 
the east and arms turned up behind the head. They were buried with cruciform brooches and the small copper alloy 
fasteners for cuffs or wrist typical of the Anglian areas of England. Two were buried with amber,  glass and pottery 
beads, one with a string of ninety-two, silver rings and a “toilet set” of nail cleaners, or ear picks. One also had ear-
rings (Fig. 27).

The Nunburnholme Cross

Norman Nunburnholme

So far no physical remains of the Anglo-Saxon settlement which was called “Brunham” or “Burneham”, “the settlement by 
the stream”,  have been found apart from the burials described above. The geophysical survey in the fields to the east of the 
church and up the Warter road around Deepdale have located buried features which may date from this time.  The open 
field system and rig and furrow cultivation were probably introduced in the later Saxon period.

Perhaps the most important historic feature in the village is the Nunburnholme Cross. The cross was discovered during 
restoration in 1872-3, built into the church fabric. It was erected outside the church (Fig. 28)  and then moved inside, but 
the two surviving pieces were reconstructed the wrong way round.  The correct reconstruction is shown in Fig. 29. A small 
portion of the middle section is missing.  The work of three or possibly four sculptors, later Saxon with Carolingian influ-
ence, Viking Age and Norman, it was once plastered and painted and had a cross on the top for which the socket remains.

The Domesday Book was complied in 1086  at the orders of William the Conqueror,  to assess how much tax could be col-
lected. It also recorded conditions in the last years of the Anglo-Saxon kingdom under Kings Edward the Confessor and Har-
old Godwinson. Here is one of the three entries for Nunburnholme (Brunha’(m)):-   

A carucate, named after carruca a heavy plough usually drawn by 8 oxen,  measured around 120 acres (0.49 km²). The oth-
er entries show Nunburnholme was a small settlement which had paid a high tax for its size before 1066 but by 1086 was 
worth very little. The meaning of “Waste” in the Domesday Book is much debated. 

Fig. 27. The finds from the Anglo-Saxon burials from Nunburn-
holme. (From W. Bowman, 1855 “Reliquiæ antiquæ ebora-
censes; or, Remains of antiquity: relating to the County of York”. 
Leeds: Cooke and Clarke). 

Fig. 28. The Nunburnholme cross as it stood in 
the church yard. (papers of Rev. M.C.F. Morris. 
Hull History centre).

Fig. 29. Reconstruction of the cross in the correct 
position. The middle section and cross head are 
missing. 
(Drawing. D. Halkon after I. Pattison). 

Fig. 31. A detail of lower side D. (Photo: Mike Park). At the top is a 
priest saying mass holding a chalice containing the blood of Christ. 
Cut into the bottom of this is a scene from the legend of the Norse 
hero Sigurd. After he and his foster father Regin kill the dragon Faf-
nir to take the gold he was guarding, they roast rings made from the 
dragon’s heart. While cooking the rings, Sigurd burnt his thumb and 
stuck it in his mouth along with some of the dragon’s blood. He in-
stantly understood the language of the birds who told him that Regin 
was about to kill him. There is a clear parallel with drinking the blood 
of Christ carved in the scene above and this cross may have been 
used as a visual aid for preaching to previously pagan Vikings. A sim-
ilar scene is shown on the 12th century AD Hylestad stave church 
(Photo: © Cultural Historic Museum, Oslo, Norway). 

Fig. 30. Detail of the seated warrior 
(see A above). He was known as “the 
Admiral” in the 19th century due to a 
misunderstanding of the halo above 
his head which looks like a naval hat. 
It almost certainly matches the hand 
above his sword pommel and both 
probably belonged to the erased 
figure of a saint which would have 
been plastered and painted over.  
Although he is shown in profile, sim-
ilar seated warriors with weapons 
appear on the crosses at Middleton 
near Pickering in North Yorkshire. 
The sword closely resembles exam-
ples from Norway. These crosses 
may have been erected by the new 
Viking overlords of the region coin-
ciding with the Viking Kingdom of 
York which lasted from AD 876-954. 
There are close parallels with sculp-
tures in York. 
(Photo: Mike Park). 

In Brunha, Morcar, Thorforthr and Thorketill had 11 caru-
cates of land taxable. Land for 6 ploughs. 1 carcucate is ju-
risdiction in Pocklington. Forni has it from the King. Waste.

From Professor J.J.N. Palmer and George Slater. 
Creative Commons BY-SA
http://opendomesday.org/place/SE8447/nun-
burnholme/


